ABSTRACT: This contribution presents a review of different techniques available for alleviating simulation cost in computational mechanics. The first one is based on a separated representation of the unknown fields; the second one uses a model reduction based on the Karhunen-Loève decomposition within an adaptive scheme, and the last one is a mixed technique specially adapted for reducing models involving local singularities. These techniques can be applied in a large variety of models.
INTRODUCTION
Models encountered in computational physics and engineering, in particular computational mechanics, usually involve too many degrees of freedom, too many simulation time-steps, too many iterations (non-linear models, optimization or inverse identification), too many particles (in atomistic descriptions) or simply excessive simulation time (for example when simulation in real time is envisaged). Some examples of those scenarios are encountered in computational chemistry involving large time scale differences (reaction versus diffusion), direct numerical simulation of fluid flows (analysis of turbulence), kinetic theory descriptions of solid and fluids (including complex fluids) that usually involve multi-dimensional models with the associated curse of dimensionality problematic, virtual surgery, mechanical systems involving localized behavior, … In our former works (see [1] and the references therein) some new strategies of model reduction and computational time saving have been proposed. In what follows the main ideas of those techniques are revisited.
GENERAL FORM OF THE PROBLEM
Let consider a general field Ψ involving two variables r and s (each one defined on a different space of dimension 1,2 or 3). Let consider two operators K and L respectively associated to the variables r and s.
For example, if we address the heat equation Ψ represents the temperature, r and s are respectively the time and the physical coordinates, K is the first order derivative with respect to time, and L is the Laplace operator. However, Eq. (1) can also represent more complex models. Thus, in steady state kinetic theory models Ψ represents the conformational distribution function, and r and s the physical and the conformational coordinates. In such models the first differential operator is defined in the physical space, accounting for the advective effects, and the second one is related to the induced microstructural evolution that sometimes is modeled from and advection-diffusion differential operator.
In other models such as the ones encountered in quantum mechanics, one find a Laplace operator defined in the conformation space that in this case is related to the physical space of each particle (electrons or nuclei). Thus, the resulting model results highly multidimensional, making difficult its numerical solution.
In the bead spring chain model (proposed to represent the mechanics of macromolecules) the variables involved are the connector vectors defining the contour length of the chain. The kinetic equation in this case involves, in addition to the general operators of equation (1), other "coupling" operators involving in a coupled way the derivatives with respect to different conformation coordinates. For the sake of simplicity, from now on we are focusing on the solution of the generic equation (1).
MULTIDIMENSIONNAL APPROACH
The solution of equation (1) in the multidimensional case, in which a grid (or a mesh) of the domain Ω = Ω r UΩ s becomes too expensive or simply forbidden, needs for new advanced strategies. The existing strategies (sparse grids or stochastic techniques) allow addressing moderate multidimensional models. In the highly multidimensional case alternative strategies are needed. One possibility lies in defining separated representations and tensor product approximation basis:
In order to build up this form, a series of projection and enrichment stages are considered. The projection stage consists to find, for n given terms of the series the best set of the alphacoefficients associated to 1 1 , , , ,
The enrichment stage consists in finding the best functions ( ), ( ) R r S s with respect the problem variational formulation. The computer implementation of these steps needs for a discrete representation of all the functions: F i (r), G i (s), R(r) and S(s) using for example a 1D, 2D or 3D finite element interpolation in their associated domains Ω r and Ω s . We use for this purpose the vectors N and M containing the shape functions associated with each space. Finally F i , G i , R and S represent the nodal description of the associated functions. We define the following matrix related to the variational formulation equation (1):
These integrals take into account the specific character of each operator. For example integration by parts is used in second order operators, upwinding for stabilizing advective terms, …
Projection stage
In this stage we consider the test functions given by
which writes in the discrete form:
Using the discrete form of the Ψ function:
the variational formulation of the equation (1) 
where
This system must be solved taking into account some boundary or normality conditions. For example, we could consider a first function product verifying the boundary conditions, and then the other ones must vanish on the domain boundary (this condition is enforced in the enrichment stage). In this case we must enforce α 1 =1.
Enrichment stage
In this stage we consider the unknown field given by
being the test functions 
The weak form of the equation (1) becomes, in the framework of a fixed point strategy, in:
• For a given S (or for a test function in the form
• For a given R (or for a test function in the form
It must be noticed that the number of the degrees of freedom involved in such non linear solution is the sum of the degrees of freedom involved in each discretization (instead the product resulting in mesh based discretization strategies). Finally, the new approximation functions F n+1 and G n+1 are obtained from R and S after normalization: t denotes the time, is considered. Let (t , x) be the couple of the two variables involved. In the finite element framework, Eq. (1) is usually solved within an incremental procedure. The unknown field at time t is noted by ( ) t x Ψ and is associated with the vector representation t Ψ on Ω x . The weak form of the problem (1), using the notation introduced previously, writes
To obtain the evolution of the unknown field during the time an implicit or explicit time integration scheme could be used. But in general, the high number of degrees of freedom involved, makes difficult the problem solution at each time step when semi-implicit or fully-implicit schemes are considered. The main idea of the Karhunen-Loève decomposition is to represent the unknown field using a reduced number of functions expressed on the whole domain Ω x .
Karhunen-Loève décomposition
This decomposition lies in looking for the optimal functions φ(x) to represent the P discrete fields n Ψ (n=1,.., P). These functions are obtained by maximizing
where N is the total number of nodes in the domain Ω x .
The maximization of λ with respect to the functions φ is equivalent to enforce 0 δφ = , from which it results:
whose matrix form writes , δφ φ λδφ φ δφ φ λφ
A posteriori model reduction
The time discretization of equation (15) writes:
that in the case of using an explicit strategy ( ) 
A priori model reduction
The main drawback of the a posteriori model reduction is the necessity to make at least one simulation using the fully finite element description. Besides, one could address the question related to the validity of the basis B. The purpose of the "a priori" model reduction [2] is the possibility of defining an adaptive strategy to build up the reduced basis during the model time evolution. Consequently, we must check the quality of the reduced solution at certain time steps. For this purpose we compute the residual, as proposed in [3]
If the norm of this residual exceeds a given tolerance the basis must be enriched using some functions of the Krylov subspaces generated by the residual, and then the solution evolution is recomputed using the just updated approximation basis. This procedure continues until reaching convergence (that is, a small enough residual norm). It is obvious that successive enrichments could increase the number of the approximation functions. To avoid this unfavorable effect, a Karhunen-Loève decomposition is performed when the convergence of the enrichment procedure is reached.
TOWARDS A NEW HYBRID STRATEGY
This last section deals with models involving localized singularities or discontinuities, being the solution far from these singular regions smooth enough. We proved that evolving discontinuities do not accept efficient reduced descriptions. However, one expect that efficient simulations could be achieved by coupling reduced descriptions in the smooth regions and a fully finite element description in the zones involving singularities.
Let Ω 2 be the small region of interest where localized singularities exist and Ω 1 the remaining part of the domain, verifying 
Over the domain Ω 1 the "a priori" model reduction described in the previous section could be applied. A set of reduced basis function are incorporated in the matrix B. A model reduction over Ω 1 is made thanks to the next definitions 
Thus at least in the region Ω 1 the computing cost has been significantly reduced. The residual calculation is performed over the whole domain Ω x and for the enrichment of the basis, only the values of the residual over Ω 1 are retained.
